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In this paper we find an explicit formula for the most general vector evolution of
curves on RPn21 invariant under the projective action of SL(n,R). When this
formula is applied to the projectivization of solution curves of scalar Lax operators
with periodic coefficients, one obtains a corresponding evolution in the space of
such operators. We conjecture that the formula we have found gives another alter-
native definition of the second KdV Hamiltonian evolution under appropriate con-
ditions. In other words, both evolutions are identical provided that the vector dif-
ferential invariant characterizing the SL(n,R)-invariant evolution on the space of
projectivized curves is identified with the coefficients of the Hamiltonian pseudo-
differential operator. We prove the above facts for n<6, and further simplify both
evolutions in appropriate coordinates so that one can attempt to prove the equiva-
lence for arbitrary n. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~97!02111-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to generalize the bi-Hamiltonian character of the Korteweg–deVries ~KdV!
equation, Adler1 defined a family of second Hamiltonian structures with respect to which the
generalized higher-dimensional KdV equations could also be written as Hamiltonian systems.
Jacobi’s identity for these brackets was proved by Gel’fand and Diki i in Ref. 2. These Poisson
structures are called second Hamiltonian KdV structures or Adler–Gel’fand–Dikii brackets. Since
the original definition of Adler was quite complicated and not very intuitive, alternative definitions
have been subsequently offered by several authors, most notably by Kupershmidt and Wilson in
Ref. 3, and by Drinfel’d and Sokolov in Ref. 4. Once higher-dimensional KdV equations were
proved to be bi-Hamiltonian, their integrability was established via the usual construction of a
sequence of Hamiltonian structures with commuting Hamiltonian operators. The second Hamil-
tonian Structure in the hierarchy of KdV brackets coincides with the usual second Poisson bracket
for the KdV equation, that is, the canonical Lie–Poisson bracket on the dual of the Virasoro
algebra. This is the only instance in which the second KdV bracket is linear.

A subject apparently unrelated to the Hamiltonian structures of partial differential equations is
the theory of Klein geometries and differential and geometric invariants. This theory had its high
point in the last century before the appearance of Cartan’s approach to differential geometry, and
it is closely related to equivalence problems. Namely, one poses the question of equivalence of
two geometrical objects under the action of a certain group, that is, when can one of those objects
be taken to the other one using atransformation belonging to the given group? For example, given
two curves on the plane, when are they equivalent under an Euclidean motion? Or, when are they
the same curve, up to parametrization?, etc. One answer can be given in terms of invariants,
namely, expressions that depend on the objects under study and that do not change under the
action of the group. If two objects are to be equivalent, they must have the same invariants. If
these invariants are functions on some jet space ~for example, if they depend on the curve and its
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derivatives with respect to the parameter!, then they are called differential invariants. In the case
of curves on the Euclidean plane under the action of the Euclidean group, the basic differential
invariant is known to be the Euclidean curvature. Within the natural scope of the study of equiva-
lence problems and their invariants lies also the description of invariant differential equations,
symmetries, relative invariants, etc. For example, recently Olver et al.5 used these ideas to char-
acterize all scalar evolution equations invariant under the action of a subgroup of the projective
group in the plane, a problem of interest in the theory of image processing. See Olver’s book6 for
an account of the state of the subject.

In this paper we establish a connection between the foregoing two theories while trying to
answer the following question. Let L(t,u) be a family of scalar differential operators with periodic
coefficients following an evolution ~in t! which is Hamiltonian with respect to the Adler–
Gel’fand–Diki i bracket. Consider a family of solution curvesj(t,u) associated toL(t,u). Is there
a simple and explicit way to describe the evolution of j(t,u)? The importance of studying the
space of solutions of L was pointed out by Wilson in Ref. 7. Also in Ref. 8, from adifferent point
of view than the one presented here, a description of this evolution was given and proven to be
SL(n,R) invariant. These curves are also used to provide a discrete invariant of the Poisson
bracket, one of the two invariants which classify the symplectic leaves.9 Here, we aim to show that
the evolution of the solution curves is of relevance in itself, and can be described using the theory
of differential invariants. We wil l see that the evolution of the projectivization f(t,u) of a
solution curve is invariant under the projective action of SL(n,R). Following Olver’s approach,6

we wil l write explicitly the most general ~vector! evolution of curves on real (n21)-dimensional
projective space RPn21 of the form

f t5F~f,fu ,fuu ,...!

which is invariant under the SL(n,R) projective action. Moreover, under certain conditions that
we wil l state precisely in the paper, we conjecture that every SL(n,R)-invariant evolution of
curves on RPn21 must correspond to an Adler–Gel’fand–Diki i Hamiltonian evolution in the
space of time-dependent nth order scalar differential operators with periodic coefficients. This
correspondence, which provides an alternative definition of the Adler–Gel’fand–Diki i bracket,
wil l be described in detail and shown to be true for many fixed values of n. Unfortunately, we
haven’t succeeded in proving the general case, which is considerably more involved. We will
nevertheless guide the reader in simplifying the proof in the general case, so that he or she can
attempt to prove the conjecture for any particular value of n.

II. NOTATION AND BASIC FACTS

In this Section we wil l set the notation used in the rest of the paper, and recall some elemen-
tary properties of the projectivized solution curves of scalar Lax operators. Denote by An the
infinite-dimensional manifold of scalar differential operators ~or Lax operators! with T-periodic
coefficients of the form

L5
dn

dun 1un22

dn22

dun22 1•••1u1

d

du
1u0 , ~2.1!

and let jL5(j1 ,...,jn) be a solution curve associated to L the Wronskian of whose components
equals one. Due to the periodicity of the coefficients of L, there exists a matrix MLPSL(n,R),
called the monodromy of L, such that

jL~u1T!5MLjL~u!, for all uPR.

~ML is defined by the Floquet matrix of the differential equation.! This same property holds for its
~non-degenerate! projection on the n21 sphere Sn21 ~ĵL5(jL /ujLu), where u•u represents the
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norm on Rn!, and is also shared by the projective coordinates of this projection, whenever we
consider the actions of SL(n,R) on the sphere and on projective space, respectively. Observe that
the monodromy is not completely determined by the operator L, but by its solution curves.
Namely, if one chooses a different solution curve, its monodromy won’t be equal to ML in
general, but it wil l be the conjugate of ML by an element of GL(n,R). That is, L only determines
the conjugation class of the monodromy. Of course, this problem does not exist once the solution
curve has been fixed.

Conversely, let f:R→RPn21 be a curve on RPn21. Assume that the curve f is non-
degenerate and right-hand oriented, that is the Wronskian determinant of the components of its
derivativef8 is positive.~This is equivalent to the Wronskian of the components of~1,f! being
positive; for example, the curve would be convex and right-hand oriented in the case n53.!
Assume also that f satisfies the followingmonodromy property:

f~u1T!5~Mf!~u!, for all uPR, ~2.2!

for a given MPSL(n,R). Here Mf represents the usual action of SL(n,R) on RPn21, induced
by the action of SL(n,R) on Rn. One can associate to f a differential operator of the form~2.1!
in the following manner: We lift f to a curve onRn, say to f (u)(1,f). We choose the factorf so
that the Wronskian of the components of the new curve equals 1. There is aunique choice of f
with such a property ~up to perhaps asign!, namely

f 5W~1,f1 ,...,fn21!21/n5W~f18 ,...,fn218 !21/n,

wheref5(f1 ,...,fn21) and W represents the Wronskian determinant.
It is not very hard to see that the coordinate functions of the lifted curve are solutions of a

unique differential operator of the form ~2.1!. Such an operator defines an equation for an un-
known y of the form

U y ff0 ... f fn21

y8 ~ f f0!8 ... ~ f fn21!8

A A � A

y~n! ~ f f0!~n! ... ~ f fn21!~n!

U50; f051, 85
d

du
. ~2.3!

Equation ~2.3! can be written in the usual manner as asystem of first order differential equations
dX/du5NX, where

N5S 0 1 0 ... 0

0 0 1 ... 0

A A � � A

0 0 ... 0 1

2u0 2u1 ... 2un22 0

D
and X is a fundamental matrix solution associated to the differential equation ~2.3!. From this
formulation and the monodromy condition it is trivial to see that N5(dX/du)X21 is a periodic
matrix and so are the coefficients of the operator defining ~2.3!.

A short comment is due at this point: if M is the monodromy matrix associated to f, for even
n the monodromy matrix associated to L could be either M or 2M , depending on whether the
first component of M (1,f) is positive or negative. Hence, it would be more correct to talk about
the action of PSL(n,R), the space obtained from SL(n,R) by identifying M and 2M . Since this
choice makes no difference in what follows, we wil l keep SL(n,R) for the sake of simplicity.
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III. THE EVOLUTION EQUATIONS ON An

The Adler–Gel’fand–Dikii bracket. We start by describing one of the Hamiltonian evolutions
on the manifold An , the well known Adler–Gel’fand–Diki i bracket, or second KdV Hamiltonian
structure.

Given a linear functional H on An , one can associate to it a pseudo-differential operator

H5(
i 51

n

hi]
21, ]5

d

du
,

such that

H~L !5E
S1

res~HL !du,

where res selects the coefficient of ]21 and is called the residue of the pseudo-differential operator
~see Ref. 1 or 2!. To any H we can associate a ~Hamiltonian! vector field VH defined as

VH~L !5~LH !1L2L~HL !1 ,

where by (•)1 we denote the non-negative ~or differential! part of the operator. The map H→VH

is a structure map defining a Poisson bracket on the manifold An . If l̂ is the matrix of differential
operators defining the structure map, the Poisson bracket is defined as

$H,F %~L !5E
S1

res~ l̂ ~H !F !du, ~3.1!

cf. Refs. 1, 2 or 10. The original definition of the bracket was given by Adler,1 in an attempt to
make generalized KdV equations bi-Hamiltonian systems. Gel’fand and Diki i proved Jacobi’s
identity in Ref. 2. In the case n52, this bracket coincides with the Lie–Poisson structure on the
dual of the Virasoro algebra. Two other equivalent definitions of the original bracket were found
in Refs. 3 and 4. The original definition is rather complicated, so we wil l explain and use the one
in Ref. 3.

The Kupershmidt-Wilson bracket. In avery interesting paper,3 Kupershmidt and Wilson gave
an equivalent but rather simpler definition of the bracket ~3.1!. Consider L to be an operator of the
form ~2.1!. Assume that the operator L factors into a product of first-order factors

L5~]1yn21!~]1yn22!•••~]1y1!~]1y0!,

where

yk5vkv11v2kv21•••1v~n21!kvn21 , 0<k<n22; v5e2p i /n, ~3.2!

and yn2152( i 50
n22yi . The variables v i , 1< i<n21, are what Kupershmidt and Wilson called

‘‘modified’ ’ variables. Even though the factorization is not unique ~and so some reduction had to
be involved in the proof of Ref. 3!, one can find a unique factorization once asolution curve has
been fixed, as we wil l see later.

Assume that the coefficients ui , 0< i<n22, of L evolve following a Hamiltonian evolution
with respect to the second KdV Hamiltonian structure. The result in Ref. 3 then states that the
corresponding ‘‘modified’ ’ coordinates v i evolve following a Hamiltonian evolution with respect
to a Poisson bracket defined by the structure map
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l 52
1

n
]J, ~3.3!

where

J5S 0 ... 0 1

0 ... 1 0

A � � A

1 0 ... 0

D .

That is,

Du

Dv
l S Du

Dv D *
5 l̂ , ~3.4!

where Du/Dv5(Dui /Dv j ),

Dui

Dv j
5 (

k50

n21
]ui

]v j
~k! ]k

being the Fréchet derivative of ui with respect to v j . Also, by * we denote the adjoint matrix
operator, the transposed of the matrix whose entries are the adjoint operators of the entries of the
original matrix. Thus, the original Adler–Gel’fand–Diki i bracket arises from a very simple
bracket defined on the space of ‘‘modified’ ’ variables v.

Many facts are known about this Hamiltonian structure. Since it is Poisson ~degenerate!, the
manifold An foliates into symplectic leaves, maximal submanifolds where the Hamiltonian flow
always lies. These leaves are classified locally by the conjugation class of the monodromy matrix
associated to the operators lying on the leaf. In other words, if two operators are close and have
conjugate monodromies, there is a Hamiltonian path joining them. There exists another discrete
invariant that classifies the leaves globally, cf. Ref. 9, based on topological properties of the
projection of the solution curves on the sphere Sn.

IV. INVARIANT EVOLUTION EQUATIONS ON C n

The duality between An and C n described in the previous sections makes it natural to study
evolution equations on the space C n whose associated flow leaves the Adler–Gel’fand–Dikii
symplectic leaves invariant. In other words, we are interested in partial differential equations of
the form

f t5F~u,f,fu ,fuu ,...!, f:R2→RPn21, ~4.1!

for a function f(u,t), with the property that, if the initial condition has a monodromy property
~2.2!, then every solution f(•,t) of ~4.1! has also a monodromy property, and the conjugation
class of the monodromy matrix is independent of t. The simplest evolution equations having this
property are those of the form ~4.1! with F independent of u which are also invariant under the
standard projective action of SL(n,R) on the dependent variablesf5(f1 ,...,fn21). In other
words, we are dealing with equations of the form

f t5F~f,fu ,fuu ,...!, f:R2→RPn21, ~4.2!

such that wheneverf(u,t) is a solution of~4.2! so is (Mf)(u,t), for all MPSL(n,R). To see
that the monodromy class of the solutionsf(•,t) of an equation~4.2! invariant under the action of
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SL(n,R) is indeed preserved under the evolution, note that ~4.2! is also invariant under transla-
tions of the independent variableu. Hence, if the initial conditionf~•,0! of ~4.2! has a matrix
MPSL(n,R) as monodromy, and we consider a different curve in the flow f(•,t), we have that
f(u2T,t) is also a solution. If~4.2! is SL(n,R)-invariant,Mf(u2T,t) will also be a solution of
~4.2!. Applying uniqueness of solutions of ~4.2! ~whenever possible!, Mf(u2T,t)5f(u,t), so
that f(•,t) has the same monodromy asf~•,0!. If there is no uniqueness of solutions, both
Hamiltonian and invariant evolutions are obviously much more complicated; we won’t deal with
those cases in this paper.

Remark: note that the evolution associated to an SL(n,R)-invariant equation ~4.2! preserves
exactly the monodromy ~not just the monodromy class! of its solutions.

In this paper we conjecture that the Adler–Gel’fand‘ –Diki i evolution on An and the
SL(n,R)-invariant evolution ~4.2! on C n are identical under the identification described in the
Introduction, provided that the coefficients of the Hamiltonian H ~the pseudo-differential operator
describing the differential of the functional H! are equal to a vector differential invariant of the
projective action. We wil l find the most general SL(n,R)-invariant evolution of the form ~4.2!,
showing then how the conjecture can be proved for a number of values of n and where the main
problem lies in the proof of the general case.

The most general evolution equation of the form ~4.2! invariant under the projective action

f~u,t !°~Mf!~u,t !

of SL(n,R) can be found using the general infinitesimal techniques described in Refs. 10, 6. First
of all, the infinitesimal generators of the projective SL(n,R) action are easily found to be the
following vector fields on R3R3RPn21:

vi5
]

]f i
, vi j 5f i

]

]f j
,  wi5f i (

j 51

n

f j

]

]f j
; 1< i , j <n21. ~4.3!

The vector fields ~4.3! are a basis of a realization of the Lie algebra sl(n,R). Note that all these
vector fields are independent of the variables (u,t), and they are also ‘‘vertical,’’ i.e., theiru and
t components vanish.

If v5S i 51
n21h i(u,t,f)]/]f i is a vertical vector field, its prolongation is the vector field pr v

defined by

pr v5v1 (
j >1
k>0

(
i 51

n21

~Dt
kD jh i !

]

]~] t
kf i

~ j !!
, ~4.4!

wheref i
( j )5] jf i , D is the total derivative operator with respect to u

D5]1(
j >0

(
i 51

n21

f i
~ j 11!

]

]f i
~ j ! ,

and

Dt5] t1(
j >0

(
i 51

n21

~] tf i
~ j !!

]

]f i
~ j ! ~4.5!

is the total derivative operator with respect to t. In general, the vector field pr v is defined on the
infinite-dimensional jet space J`(R3R,RPn21) with local coordinatesu,t,] t

kf i
( j ) (1< i<n

21;k, j >0). However, when pr v is applied to afunction ~like F! independent of the coordinates
] t

kf i
( j ) (k>1) involving explicitly t-derivatives, ~4.4! reduces to the vector field
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pr v5v1(
j >1

(
i 51

n21

~D jh i !
]

]f i
~ j ! , ~4.6!

defined on the infinite-dimensional jet space J`[J`(R,RPn21) with local coordinatesu, f i
( j )

(1< i<n21, j >0). Following Ref. 10, we can express the necessary and sufficient condition for
~4.2! to be invariant under the action of SL(n,R) ‘‘infinitesimally’ ’ as follows:

pr v~F !5Dthuf t5F , for all v5 (
i 51

n21

h i~f!
]

]f i
Psl~n,R!. ~4.7!

Note that, although both pr v, D and Dt are formally defined on infinite-dimensional jet spaces, in
practice they wil l always act on functions depending on a finite number of the local coordinates.
Finally, using the fact that h is a function off only and ~4.5!, equation~4.7! can be further
simplified as follows:

pr v~F !5
]h

]f
F, ~4.8!

where]h/]f is the (n21)3(n21) matrix with (i , j ) entry ]h i /]f j . In other words, F is a
relative vector differential invariant of the Lie algebra sl(n,R) given by ~4.3!, whose associated
weight is the matrix ]h/]f. Using standard techniques~cf. Ref. 6!, we can give the following
characterization of the general solution of ~4.8!:

4.1 Theorem: The most general solution F of equation (4.8) is of the form

F5mI ,

where the (n21)3(n21) matrix m5(m1m2•••mn21) is any matrix with non-vanishing deter-
minant and whose columnsm i are particular solutions of (4.8), and I 5(I k)k51

n21 is an arbitrary
absolute ~vector! differential invariant of the algebra (4.3), i.e., a solution of

pr v~I i !50, for all vPsl~n,R!, i 51,..., n21.

The problem of calculating the most general absolute differential invariant I of a given Lie
algebra of vector fields is a classical one,11–13 whose solution in a modern formulation can be
found in Ref. 6. The general result asserts that their exist n functionally independent differential
fundamental invariants J0 ,J1 ,...,Jn21 , such that any differential invariant is afunction of the Ji ’s
and their ‘‘covariant derivatives’’ D kJi , where D5(DJ0)21D. Since in our case the generators
~4.3! are independent of u, we can takeJ05u, so that the operatorD reduces toD in this case.
Therefore, we can state the following Theorem:

4.2 Theorem: The most general (u-independent) absolute differential invariant of thesl(n,R)
Lie algebra (4.3) is a function of n21 fundamental differential invariants Ji(f,...,f (m)) and
their total derivatives with respect to u.

For n52, it is straightforward to compute the fundamental sl(2,R) invariant J1 . The result is
the classical Schwartzian derivative S(f) of f:

J15
f-
f8

2
3

2

f92

f82 .  ~4.9!

In this case, the matrix ]h/]f is just a function, which makes a simple matter to find a particular
vector differential invariant of weight ]h/]f. The simplest such invariant isf8[fu ; therefore,
Theorem 4.2 implies the following:
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4.3 Theorem: For n52, the most general evolution equation (4.2) invariant under the pro-
jective action of SL(n,R) is

f t5fuI ~S,DS,...,DlS!,

where S is the Schwartzian derivative of f(•,t), and I is an arbitrary (smooth) function.
Even for the case n53, it is not an easy matter to find the n21 fundamental differential

invariants of ~4.3! and a particular matrix relative differential invariant of weight ]h/]f from
scratch. Fortunately, however, the differential invariants of the projective action of SL(n,R) have
been the object of considerable study in classical projective differential geometry.14 From this
viewpoint, the differential invariants of a projective curve describe the properties of the curve
invariant under the group of motions of projective space, or in other words the properties of the
curve independent of the particular system of projective coordinates used to represent it. An
intrinsic description of a projective curve must therefore be done in terms of its sl(n,R) differ-
ential invariants. It is not hard to see ~as we wil l explain in the following section! that the
coefficients of the operator L defined by a projective curvef as in~2.3! are a set of functionally
independent differential invariants. Obviously, they determine the curve up to a projective trans-
formation; this was already known to Wilczynski14 and it is a generalization of the well known
result in Euclidean geometry that the curvatures of a curve in Euclidean space, expressed as
functions of the Euclidean-invariant arclength, uniquely characterize the curve up to an Euclidean
motion. We shall explain in the following sections how this equivalence between fundamental
differential invariants and coefficients of the operator L is the key to the duality of evolutions.

V. THE EXPLICIT FORMULA FOR THE SL„n ,R… INVARIANT EVOLUTION

In this section we wil l describe a complete set of independent differential invariants for the
projective action of SL(n,R), and we wil l give the explicit expression of the relative invariant
~4.8! with the required weight, for arbitrary n. The complete set of differential invariants was
already found by Ref. 14 and is precisely given by the coefficients of the operator L determined by
the curvef, as mentioned in the Introduction.

5.1 Theorem: Let f be a non-degenerate and right-hand oriented curve onRPn21, and let

L5
dn

dun 1un22

dn22

dun22 1•••1u1

d

du
1u0

be the differential operator determined by f through the relation (2.3). Then the coefficients ui ,
0< i<n22, form a complete set of functionally independent differential invariants for the
SL(n,R) action on RPn21.

Proof: Using the form of equation ~2.3! one can easily see that the coefficient of dk/duk is
given by uk52Dk , where Dk is the determinant obtained from the Wronskian determinant
W( f , f f1 ,..., f fn21)51 when we substitute the (k11)th row by the nth derivative row
( f (n),( f f1)(n), ...,( f fn21)(n)). Thus, the coefficients of L are functions of the components of the
curve f and their derivatives. From this it follows that the coefficients of the operatorL are
functionally independent functions. Indeed, if there were a functional relation among these func-
tions one could choose an operator whose coefficients did not satisfy this relation. The projectiv-
ization f of the solution curve of such an operator would then have coefficientsuk(f), k
50,...,n22, not satisfying the functional relation, and we would get a contradiction.

The coefficients ui are easily shown to be invariants. Indeed, let MPSL(n,R) and let Mf be
the image of the curvef under the projective action ofM . If we lift f to a solution curve ofL,
say ( f , f f), and we also lift the curveMf, we see that the latter is simplyM•( f , f f) ~the dot
denoting matrix multiplication!. Since M•( f , f f) represents a non-degenerate linear combination
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of the solution curve ( f , f f), both lifted curves are solutions of the same operator and hence
uk(f)5uk(Mf) for all k. Q.E.D.

Next, we wil l find the explicit expression for n independent relative vector invariants, solu-
tions of ~4.8! for all vector fields v5S i 51

n21h i(f)]/]f iPsl(n,R). That is, we want to find amatrix

m5~m1m2...mn21! ~5.1!

each of whose columnsm i is a solution of equation ~4.8!, and such that the determinant of m does
not vanish.

Before going into the details of how one finds this matrix, we need several preliminary
definitions and results:

5.2 Definition: For i 1 ,...,i k>0 and 1<k<n21, let us denote

wi 1i 2 ...i k
5Uf1

~ i 1! f2
~ i 1! ... fk

~ i 1!

f1
~ i 2! f2

~ i 2! ... fk
~ i 2!

A A � A

f1
~ i k! f2

~ i k! ... fk
~ i k!

U
and

Wk5w12...k .

We define the homogeneous variables qi 1i 2 ...i k
by

qi 1i 2 ...i k
5

wi 1i 2 ...i k

Wk
.

Finally, for k51,2,..., n the variables qn
k are defined as follows:

qn
k5q12...k̂...n ,

where the notation k̂ means that the index k is to be omitted.
The following statements follow easily from elementary properties of determinants:

5.3 Lemma:
~i! For any k, i 1 ,...,i r>0 and 1<s,r<n21 we have the following identities:

qkqi 1i 2 ...i r
5qi 1

qki2 ...i r
1qi 2

qi 1ki3 ...i r
1•••1qi r

qi 1 ...i r 21k ,
~5.2!

qi 1i 2 ...i sk
qi 1i 2 ...i r

5qi 1 ...i si s11
qi 1 ...i skis12 ...i r

1qi 1 ...i si s12
qi 1 ...i s11

ki s13 ...i r
1•••1qi 1 ...i si r

qi 1 ...i r 21k .

~ii ! If we define qm
0 50 for all m>2, then the following identity holds:

qn
k5qn21

k qn
n212qn21

k qn21
n222~qn21

k !81qn21
k21, 1<k,n.

Note that qn
n51 by definition. The affine algebra is the subalgebra of the sl(n,R) algebra ~4.3!

generated by the vector fields vr and vrs , 1<r ,s<n21. The corresponding group of transforma-
tions is the affine group, i.e., the semidirect product of the translation group with the general linear
group in the variables (f1 ,...,fn21).

5.4 Lemma: If a u-independent functionc : J`[J`(R,RPn21)→R is invariant under the
action of the affine algebra, then c necessarily depends only on the affine coordinates qn

r , r
51,...,n21, and their derivatives.
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Proof: Consider the prolonged action of the affine algebra on the kth jet space Jk

[Jk(R,RPn21), whose infinitesimal generators are the kth prolongations ~i.e., the truncations of
the prolongations ~4.6! at differential order k!

pr~k!vr5vr , pr~k!vrs5(
j 50

k

f r
~ j !

]

]fs
~ j ! , 1<r ,s,n21. ~5.3!

For k<n21, at a generic point of Jk the n(n21) vector fields ~5.3! span the
(k11)(n21)-dimensional subspace of the tangent space of Jk whose elements are the ‘‘vertical’’
vector fields ~whose component along ]/]u vanishes!. By Frobenius theorem, this implies that
there are no affine differential invariants of differential order between 1 and n21, and the only
zeroth order invariant is clearly ~a function of! the coordinateu. It is also immediate to check that
for k>n21 the vector fields ~5.3! are linearly independent at a generic point. Hence the maximal
dimension of the span of these vector fields stabilizes for k5n21. Olver’s general results, cf. Ref.
6, imply that the affine algebra has n21 fundamental invariants of order n, and that an arbitrary
differential invariant can be expressed as a function of u, the fundamental invariants, and their
derivatives with respect to the zeroth order invariant u. Since then21 functionsqn

r , 1<r<n
21, all have differential order n, and are clearly functionally independent and invariant under
general affine transformations of the variables (f1 ,...,fn21) by their definition, they can be taken
as the n21 fundamental invariants. Q.E.D.

5.5 Lemma: The variables qr
s(r .s>1) can be written in terms of the functionally indepen-

dent functions qk
k21(k>2) and their derivatives. We will call the latter functions basic homoge-

neous variables.
Proof: We wil l prove the lemma by induction on r 2s. For r 2s51, the lemma holds trivi-

ally. Assume now that the functions qr 8
s8 with r 82s8,m can be expressed in terms of the func-

tions qk
k21 and their derivatives. Let qr

s be such that r 2s5m. From ~ii ! of Lemma 5.3 we have
that

qr
s5qr 21

s qr
r 212qr 21

s qr 21
r 222~qr 21

s !81qr 21
s21,

so that by the induction hypothesis qr
s can be written in terms of the functions qk

k21 and their
derivatives if , and only if , the same is true for qr 21

s21. Repeating this argument s22 times, we see
that qr

s wil l be afunction of the qk
k21 and their derivatives, if and only if this is the case for qm11

1 ,
with m5r 2s.0. Again from ~ii ! in Lemma 5.3, we have that

qm11
1 5qm

1 qm11
m 2qm

1 qm
m212~qm

1 !8

which, by the induction hypothesis, proves the lemma. Q.E.D.
We are now going to make an ansatz for the matrix m. Namely, we will look among matrices

m of the form

m5F~ Id1A!, ~5.4!

where

F5S f18 f19 ••• f1
~n21!

f28 f29 ••• f2
~n21!

A A � A

fn218 fn219 ••• fn21
~n21!

D , ~5.5!
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Id is the identity matrix, and A is astrictly upper triangular matrix to be determined. Obviously,
a matrix m of this form will have a nonvanishing determinant.

5.6 Theorem: An invertible matrix m of relative invariants with weight]h/]f is given by a
matrix of the form (5.4)–(5.5), with A5(ai

j ) defined by

ai
j5H ~21! j 2 i~ j

i !

~ j - i
n !

qn
n2 j 1 i , i , j

0, i>j

. ~5.6!

Proof: We only need to show that each one of the columns of m is a particular solution of
equation ~4.8!. Assume that m5(m1...mn21) is of the form ~5.4!–~5.5!, so that m i5(m j

i ) j 51
n21 is a

column given by m j
i 5f j

( i )1Sk51
i 21 ak

i f j
(k) . Assume also that v5S i 51

n21h i(f)]/]f iPsl(n,R). We
can then write equation ~4.8! as

pr v~m j
i !5 (

k51

n21
]h j

]fk
mk

i . ~5.7!

Obviously, it suffices that ~5.7! hold for all the basic vector fields ~4.3!. We wil l therefore consider
the following three cases:

~a! If v5vr5]/]f r , then pr v5v and ~5.7! trivially holds, since both sides of the equality
vanish.

~b! If v5vrs5f r(]/]fs), then its prolongation is given by pr vrs5Sk>0f r
(k)(]/]fs

(k)).
Substituting in ~5.7!, we obtain the equivalent equation

(
k51

i 21

f j
~k!pr vrs~ak

i !50, 1< i , j ,r ,s<n21.

In matrix notation the latter equation becomes

Fpr vrs~A!50, r ,s51,2,...,n21,

and since F is invertible for all projective curves under consideration this is equivalent to

pr vrs~A!50, r ,s51,2,...,n21. ~5.8!

~By pr vrs(A) we mean the matrix obtained when we apply the vector field pr vts to each of the
entries of the matrix A.! Since the matrix A in ~5.6! depends only on the affine invariant coordi-
nates qn

r , 1<r<n21, by Lemma 5.4 we deduce that ~5.8! holds for this matrix.
~c! If v5wr5f rSk51

n21fk(]/]fk), its prolongation is given by the formula

pr wr5(
j >0

(
k51

n21

~f rfk!
~ j !

]

]fk
~ j ! .

Substituting this formula into ~5.7!, we easily arrive at the matrix equation

Fpr wr~A!5F̂r~ Id1A!, r 51, 2,...,n21,

where

~F̂r ! j
i 5f rf j

~ i !1f jf r
~ i !2~f jf r !

~ i !.
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The product F21 F̂r can be easily rewritten in a nice way. In fact, the ( j ,i ) entry of this product
is given by

2 (
k51

n21

f j
k(
l 51

i 21 S i
l Dfk

~ l !f r
~ i 2 l ! ,

wheref j
k is the ( j ,k) element of F21. Now, since Sk51

n21f j
kfk

( l )5d j
l , the ( j ,i ) entry of the product

F21F̂r equals zero if j > i and 2( j
i )f r

( i 2 j ) whenever j , i . Therefore, the infinitesimal invariance
condition in case ~c! is given by

pr wr~A!52G r~ Id1A!, r 51, 2,..., n21, ~5.9!

where

G r5S 0 S 2
1Df r8 S 3

1Df r9 ••• S n21
1 Df r

~n22!

0 0 S 3
2Df r8 ••• S n21

2 Df r
~n23!

A A � �  A

0 � 0 0 S n21
n22Df r8

0 ... 0 0 0

D .

To complete the proof, we only need to check that ~5.9! is satisfied when A is given by ~5.6!. What
follows are straightforward calculations.

First of all, one can easily see that

pr wr~w12...k̂...n!5(
j 51
j Þk

n

f rw12...k̂...n1 (
j 51

k21

~21! j 21f r
~ j !w01...ĵ ...k̂...n1 (

j 5k11

n

~21! jf r
~ j !w01...k̂... ĵ ...n

1 (
j 5k11

n S j
kD ~21! j 2k11f r

~ j 2k!w12...ĵ ...n .

Using formula ~5.2! we obtain

f rqn
k5 (

j 51

k21

~21! j 21f r
~ j !q01...ĵ ...k̂...n1 (

j 5k11

n

~21! jf r
~ j !q01...k̂... ĵ ...n ,

so that

pr wr~w12...k̂...n!5nf rw12...k̂...n1 (
j 5k11

n S j
kD ~21! j 2k11f r

~ j 2k!w12...ĵ ...n .

Applying Leibniz’s rule we finally obtain

pr wr~qn
k!5 (

j 5k11

n S j
kD ~21! j 2k11f r

~ j 2k!qn
j .
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If we substitute in ~5.9! the value of A given in the Theorem and use the expression of pr wr (qn
k)

derived above ~5.9! becomes

~21! j 2 i
~ i

j !

~ j 2 i
n ! (

l 5n2 j 1 i 11

n S l
n2 j 1 i D ~21! l 2n1 j 2 i 11f r

~ l 2n1 j 2 i !qn
l

52 (
l 5 i 11

i S l
i Df r

~ l 2 i !~21! j 2 l
~ l

j !

~ j 2 l
n !

qn
n2 j 1 l , 1< i , j <n21.

This equation wil l hold provided that

~ i
j !~ l 2 i

n1 l 2 j !

~ j 2 i
n !

5
~ i

l !~ j
l !

~ j 2 l
n !

,

which is indeed an identity, since both sides equal

j ! ~n1 l 2 j !!

i !n! ~ l 2 i !!
.

This concludes the proof of the Theorem. Q.E.D.
As an immediate consequence we obtain the following corollary:
5.7 Corollary: The most general equation for the evolution of curves on RPn21 which is

invariant under the projective action of SL(n,R) is given by

f t5F~ Id1A!I , ~5.10!

where F and A are given by ~5.5! and ~5.6!, and I is any vector differential invariant for the
action.

VI. THE EQUIVALENCE OF EVOLUTIONS

The SL~2,R! case. We wil l describe the case n52 first to illustrate the procedure to be
followed in general. In this case An[A2 is the manifold of Hill’ s operators of the form

d2

du2 1u, ~6.1!

and C n[C 2 is the space of curves on the projective line such that df/du5fuÞ0. By Theorem
4.3, the most general evolution on C 2 invariant under the SL~2,R! action is given by the equation

f t5fuI . ~6.2!

Here I is adifferential invariant of the action, that is, a function of S(f) and its derivatives with
respect to u, whereS(f) is the Schwartzian derivative off given by ~4.9!.

Given a curvef on C 2 with a monodromy M , there is a unique operator of the form ~6.1!
such thatj5(j1 ,j2)5(f821/2,f821/2f) is its solution curve. Once the solution curve is fixed one
can factor L5(]2v)(]1v) in a unique fashion so that (]1v)j150 and (]2v)(]1v)j250.
More precisely,

v52
~f821/2!8

f821/2 5
1

2

f9

f8
.
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Assume now that f is evolving according to equation~6.2!. Then, due to its dependence onf, v
wil l be evolving following the equation:

v t5
Dv
Df

~f8I !52
D~~f821/2!8/f821/2!

Df
~f8I !

52]S 1

f821/2

D~f821/2!

Df D ~f8I !

5
1

2
]S 1

f8
] D ~f8I !5

1

2
]~]12v !I .

On the other hand, the evolution of v according to the Kupershmidt–Wilson definition is given by

v t52
1

2
]

dH

dv
, ~6.3!

for some Hamiltonian functional H depending on v and its derivatives.
Two comments are due at this point. First of all, let dH/dv be the variational derivative ofH

with respect to v, and let dĤ/du denote the corresponding variational derivative with respect to
the variables u, expressed in terms of v. Then the following equality holds:

dH

dv
5S Du

Dv D * dĤ

du
.

The proof of this statement can be found in Ref. 3, p. 420.
The second comment is as follows: notice that dH/du is a differential invariant, since it

depends on the coefficients u and their derivatives, which are themselves independent differential
invariants. This was pointed out throughout Sections II I and IV. On the other hand, the latter result
doesn’t hold for the Fréchet derivative with respect to v, since the coefficients of the first-order
factors are not invariant with respect to the action of SL(n,R). Thus, in order to find the equiva-
lence of evolutions, we must write the Adler–Gel’fand–Diki i evolution of v in terms of the
Hamiltonian as afunction of u. That is, the proper correspondence is between thef-evolution and
the u-evolution, since the coefficients u are invariants of the SL(n,R) action. We are using the
variables v to simplify calculations, since the original definition of the Adler–Gel’fand–Dikii
bracket in terms of the u coordinates is too complicated. These two comments are obviously valid
in the general case and not only for n52.

Returning to ~6.3!, we can rewrite this equation as

v t52
1

2
]S Du

Dv D * dĤ

du

But u52v21v8 in this case, so that (Du/Dv)* 52(]12v), and we have thus shown that the
evolution due to the dependence of v on f is identical to the Adler-Gel’fand-Dikii evolution
provided that

I 5
dH

du
.

By Helmholtz’s theorem, an SL(n,R)-invariant evolution ~6.2! is associated to an Adler–
Gel’fand–Diki i Hamiltonian evolution ~6.3! if and only if its differential invariant I has self-
adjoint Fréchet derivative.

The general case. The proof for other values of n follows the same ideas that we showed in
the case n52. The main practical problem is, of course, the complication of the calculations
involved. Our goal is to show that whenever a non-degenerate right-hand oriented projective curve
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f follows the evolution f t5F(Id1A)I , then the corresponding coefficients of its associated
operator follow the Adler-Gel’fand-Dikii evolution provided the vector differential invariant I is
related to dH/du in a suitable way. For this to be the case,I must satisfy a condition coming
from Helmholtz’s theorem analogous to the one at the end of the last section. In this section we
wil l simplify the problem and establish a closer connection between both evolutions before ex-
plaining where the main problem lies. In any case, using this simplified version it is relatively easy
to establish the equivalence of both evolutions for a fixed value of n.

6.1 Proposition: A choice of modified variables v can be expressed in terms of the basic
homogeneous variables as v5V21y, where

y05
1

n
qn

n21, yi5qi
i 212qi 11

i 1
1

n
qn

n21, 1< i<n22, ~6.4!

q1
050 by definition, and V is the Vandermonde matrix defined by

V5S 1 1 ... 1

v v2 ... vn21

A A � A

vn22 v2~n22! ... v~n21!~n22!

D .

Proof: It suffices to show that the we can factor L5]n1un22]n221•••1u1]1u0

5(]1yn21)•••(]1y0) uniquely so that the coefficients y are given by ~6.4!. Let us lift f to a
solution of L. The solution is given uniquely by j5(j1 ,j2 ,...,jn)5Wn21

21/n(1,f1 ,f2 ,...,fn21).
We choose y so that j i is a solution of

~]1yi 21!•••~]1y1!~]1y0!j i50, i 51,...,n.

It is not hard to show that there is aunique choice for y, namely,

yi5
v i 218

v i 21
2

v i8

v i
, i 51,2,...,n, ~6.5!

wherev i5W(j1 ,...,j i 11). Indeed, notice that y01y11•••1yi 21 is the coefficient of ] i 21 in
(]1yi 21)•••(]1y1)(]1y0). On the other hand, if j1 ,...,j i are the independent solutions of this
operator, then the coefficient of ] i 21 is given by 2v i 218 /v i 21 , cf. ~2.3!, from which ~6.5! easily
follows. From the form of j we get thatv i5Wi /Wn21

( i 11)/n . Substituting in ~6.5! we get ~6.4! for
i>1 straightforwardly. The formula for y0 is an immediate consequence of the equation
(]1y0)j15(]1y0)Wn21

21/n50, while the relationship v5V21y is simply the definition ~3.2! of v.
Q.E.D.

We want to see next under what conditions the evolution of v

v t5
Dv
Df

f t5
Dv
Df

F~ Id1A!I ~6.6!

induced by the SL(n,R)-invariant evolution of f coincides with the Adler–Gel’fand–Dikii
Hamiltonian evolution

v t52
1

n
]JS Du

Dv D * dĤ

du
, ~6.7!
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wheredĤ/du is defined as in the casen52. We are going to simplify both equations before
proceeding with further calculations. Using the previous proposition, we can write ~6.6! as

v t5V21S
Dq

Df
F~ Id1A!I ,

where

S5S 0 0 0 ... 0 1/n

21 0 0 ... 0 1/n

1 21 0 ... 0 1/n

0 � � � A A

A � 1 21 0 1/n

0 ... 0 1 21 1/n

D
and q5(qk

k21)k52
n . Since qk

k215Wk218 /Wk21 , we have Dqk
k21/Df5]((1/Wk21)

(DWk21 /Df)). Thus, the equality of the evolutions~6.6! and~6.7! will be proved once we show
that

V1SS 1

W

DW

Df DF~ Id1A!I 52
1

n
JS Du

Dv D * dĤ

du
, ~6.8!

where by (1/W)(DW/Df) we mean the matrix whose (i , j ) entry is given by (1/Wi)(DWi /Df j ).
Straight-forward multiplication of matrices shows that ~6.8! becomes

1

W

DW

Df
F~ Id1A!I 5RS Du

DyD * dĤ

du
, ~6.9!

where

R52
1

n
S21V J V t5S 21 1 0 0 ... 0

22 1 1 0 ... 0

23 1 1 1 ... 0

A A � � � A

2~n22! 1 ... 1 1 1

2~n21! 1 ... 1 1 1

D .

We conjecture ~6.9! to be true whenever

dH

du
5TMI ,

where
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T51
0 ... 0 0 0 0 1

0 ... 0 0 0 1 ]

0 ... 0 0 1 S 2
1D ] ]2

0 ... 0 1 S 3
1D ] S 3

2D ]2 ]3

A � � � � � A

0 1 S n23
1 D ] S n23

2 D ]2 S n23
3 D ]3 ... ]n23

1 S n22
1 D ] S n22

2 D ]2 S n22
3 D ]3 ... S n22

n23D ]n23 ]n22

2
and M is a certain upper triangular matrix of the form

M5S 1 0 m1
1 m1

2 ... m1
n23

0 1 0 m2
2 ... m2

n23

A � � � � A

0 ... 0 1 0 mn23
n23

0 ... 0 0 1 0

0 ... 0 0 0 1

D ,

whose matrix elements mi
j are all functions of the coefficients ui and their derivatives. On the

other hand, if Hu5(k51
n hk]

2k, the vector (h1 ,...,hn21) is easily seen to be related to the gradient
of H through the matrix T, exactly the same way MI is. ~The coefficient hn of Hu is determined
by the other coefficients, from the condition that the associated Hamiltonian vector field VHu

be
tangent to An .! That is, ~6.9! wil l hold provided that a certain linear combination of I with
differential invariant coefficients coincides with the coefficients (h1 ,...,hn21) of the pseudo-
differential operator Hu defining the evolution of u. As in the previous section, the necessary and
sufficient condition for this to be true is that TMI have self-adjoint Freéchet derivative with
respect to u.

One can see this relation between I and Hu from a different point of view. Any relative
invariant is the product of the particular solution m of ~4.8! given by ~5.4!, times an invertible
matrix of differential invariants, such as M. That is, we conjecture that one can find a relative
invariant of the form m̃5F(Id1A)M21 such that the invariant evolutionf t5m̃I is equivalent
to theAdler–Gel’fand–Diki i evolution whenever TI has self-adjoint Fréchet derivativewith re-
spect to u, so that I is equal to thecoefficients of Hu for acertain Hamiltonian pseudo-differential
operator H. This gives a Hamiltonian interpretation of sl(n,R) differential invariants satisfying
the above integrability condition.

There exists an ansatz for the explicit expression of M which proves the conjecture up to
n56. For n52 and 3 M is the identity. For n54

M5S 1 0 2 1
2 u2

0 1  0

0 0  1
D ,

and for n55
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M5S 1 0 2 7
10 u3

3
5 u22u38

0 1  0  2 2
5 u3

0 0  1  0

0 0  0  1

D .

But for higher dimensions M involves more complicated expressions of the coefficients u which
can be explicitly generated by induction.

Finally, ~6.9! becomes the following equality of matrices:

1

W

DW

Df
F~ Id1A!5RS Du

DyD *
TM. ~6.10!

Let us analyze this equation. The matrix (1/W)(DW/Df)F is easily calculated to have as (i , j )
entry the expression ( r 51

i (s50
r (s

r)q1...r 1 j 2s...i]
s, where r 1 j 2s is in the r th place. Thus, the

left-hand side of ~6.10! does not represent a major problem. With respect to the right-hand side,
we can write this expression in terms of q’s. There are old formulas14 relating u’ s to q’ s which, in
our notation, become

um5 (
i 50

n2m

~21!n2m2 i S m1 i
i DL iqn

m1 i , 0<m<n22, ~6.11!

where qn
050 by definition, L051, L15(1/n)qn

n21, and L i is given by the following recurrent
formula:

L i5 (
k50

i 21 S i 21
k DLk~L1!~ i 212k!. ~6.12!

In particular, observe that the L i ’ s are all functions of qn
n21 and its derivatives. Using formulas

similar to these and Lemma 5.3 skillfull y enough, one should expect to be able ~although this is by
no means trivial! to simplify that part of the equation also. The main trouble lies on the choice of
variables; notice how it would be very difficult to explicitly write both sides of the equation in
terms of basic homogeneous variables and their derivatives, even after trying to use Lemma 4.3
and similar expressions. Also, since all the homogeneous expressions qn

k have very involved
relationships with each other, the chances of using another obvious group of variables among them
in an effective way are very small. The goal would be to find a different set of variables making
the equivalence between the Adler–Ge’lfand–Diki i and the SL(n,R)-invariant evolutions totally
transparent.
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